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Release Notes 2012-12-17
Config db ntf: 20121219101500

Analyze db ntf: 20121219101500
Windows Version: 3.1.3 (3.1.7) :: MAC OS X Version: 2.0.39 :: Linux Version: 2.0.40

Eclipse Plugin: 1.0.1

Major Improvements: Fixed a problem with multiple Access Definitions associated to an action exceeding the 32/64 KB limits in IBM Notes, 
Fixed a problem with newly created location actions not flagging locations as managed, Added an option to also manage the Sametime login 

name for basic clients with location actions, Added an option to string conditions to specify full match/wildcards/RegExp, Added limited 
support for IBM Notes 9 SE beta (Windows)

General Notes

Supported IBM Lotus Notes releases: 5.x, 6.x, 7.x, 8.x, up to 8.5.3 (Administrators need at least IBM Lotus Notes 7.x on Windows or Linux)
MC 3.1.7 is available upon request with limited support for IBM Notes 9 SE beta on Windows.
Supported client-side operating systems: Microsoft Windows NT4 (>=SP2), 2000, XP, 2003, 2008, Vista, 7, and Citrix/WTS, Apple Intel Mac 
OS X 10.5-10.8 (Leopard, Snow Leopard, Lion and Mountain Lion), Linux
Supported server-side operating systems: any supported by IBM (operating system independent)
NOTE: Support is limited for platform and release combinations not supported by IBM

Linux & Mac OS X: Eclipse Management, Skinning, Realtime, Zip/Unzip and Attachment Blocking are not available on Linux or Mac OS X;
Citrix, Linux & Mac OS X: the MarvelClient Upgrade module is only available on Windows (=not on Citrix, Linux or Mac OS X)
MarvelClient on Mac OS X and Linux does not support the runtypes "After Login - Before Sync", "After Login - After Write", "On first server 
access", "Background - Init" and "Background" - any such actions must be set to run at a different supported runtype, e.g. "After Login"

IMPOR
TANT 
NOTES

This release contains select important updates highlighted in red

Configuration Database

FIX IMPORTANT fix for location actions: Newly created location actions were missing the "<managed>yes</managed>" flag, leading to possible 
deletion of such locations in conjunction with "delete all but managed" location actions. To fix this problem, please check/resave location 
actions   since August 2012.created

FIX IMPORTANT fix for Access Definitions: Due to a bug in various Notes releases, associating multiple Access Definitions to an action resulting 
in more than 32 KB of reader names would fail silently(!) and lead to NO reader field AT ALL - thereby deploying the action to ALL users.
This problem has been fixed, now rendering an error message when trying to save such an action that exceeds the limit of readers (for 
restrict and exclude), as well as when increasing the readers in an access definition and thereby overcrowding associated actions.

ENHAN
CEMENT

Added an option to string conditions to specify a full match (default for new String Conditions), Wildcard or Regular Expression matches 
(Regular Expression being the default for any already existing conditions).

ENHAN
CEMENT

Added an option to location management to also manage the Sametime Login name for IBM Notes Basic clients.

Analyze Database

- No 
changes
-

- No Changes -

MarvelClient Upgrade

SURun
As.au3

- No Changes -

MCUpgr
ade.exe

- No Changes -

Eclipse Plugin

- No 
changes
-

- No changes -

.DLL Updates (Windows)

OPTIO
N 
(3.1.7)

MarvelClient now runs with IBM Notes 9 Social Edition (SE) beta - note that this release is only available upon request and comes with 
limited support, since the underlying platform is in beta.
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.dylib Updates (Mac OS X)

- No 
changes
-

- No changes -

.so Updates (Linux)

- No 
changes
-

- No changes -
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